Conditional assistance in April increased by about 47,000 beneficiaries compared to last month.

The partners have assisted about 123,706 people in April out of the 1,354,324 targeted beneficiaries (9% of the target). Cash for work/training, food for asset and training of various group were the key activities of conditional transfer. PENNA (37%), WFP (17%) and CARE (15%) contributed with the highest margin while the remaining fourteen (14) partners have delivered assistance to the remaining 31% of the beneficiaries collectively.

NB: IPC Map revised seasonally based on outcome of FSNAU assessment results i.e. February and August.
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Number of Targeted Beneficiaries Assisted by Region

- 17 Partners Reported
- 959,848 Cash Transferred

Strategic Objective 3 Update

- Conditional assistance in April increased by about 47,000 beneficiaries compared to last month.
- The partners have assisted about 123,706 people in April out of the 1,354,324 targeted beneficiaries (9% of the target). Cash for work/training, food for asset and training of various group were the key activities of conditional transfer.
- PENNA (37%), WFP (17%) and CARE (15%) contributed with the highest margin while the remaining fourteen (14) partners have delivered assistance to the remaining 31% of the beneficiaries collectively.

Activities by Modality
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Percentage of Targeted Beneficiaries Assisted per District
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Monthly Trend Line – Beneficiaries Assisted
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